
 

 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
What Career Live  
This October, What Career Live & What University 
Live are showcasing the UK's top employers and 
universities at Olympia London. They will be there to 
offer guidance on the many career routes available 
to students when they finish school. 

 
It's free to attend and you can book FREE tickets now. 

 
Across the Careers, University Student Advice, and 
Parents' & Advisors' Theatres there will be over 40 
free presentations, workshops, and Q&A panels on 
how best to choose next steps as well as expert 
advisers on hand to answer any questions. 
 
On top of this there'll also be:  
 
· What Employers Want workshops 
· CV Clinic 
· Careers Advice Lounge 
· Buskers' Corner 
· STEM Challenge 
· and much more... 
 
https://www.whatcareerlive.co.uk/london  

Options online, so find out more about pathways and 

programmes and wow the exhibitor on the day. It 

shows you have initiative and makes you look 

professional and prepared.  
Think about it from an exhibitor’s point of view: they’re 
going to be giving out the same speech about what 
their company offers the whole day long. Just knowing 
a little something more about the company will push 
the conversation on and will immediately make you 
stand out from the crowd. 
 
2. Get that CV on point  
Your CV is essentially your business card at events 
like these – once the event is over, your CV is the only 
way that recruiter will remember who they’ve spoken 
to, so it’s important to make sure it will make an 
impression after you’ve long gone.  
You have a 6 second window before that recruiter 
bins your CV, so: 

 
 Don’t fit too much in – pick and choose what’s 

relevant and cut the rest so you have a CV of 
1-1.5 pages max

 Format it properly – lay your CV out so that 
your employer doesn’t have to go 

searching for what they need to know about 
you

 Spell check isn’t enough – get someone else 
(ideally someone who knows the difference 
between their, there and they’re) to make sure 
you’re not making silly mistakes. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
What Career Live has great advice about how to 

get the most out of a careers fair 

 
Thousands of other people your age will be 
competing for the same jobs and positions. And there 
are only a limited number of positions available. 
 
How do you make yourself stand out from the crowd at 
a careers fair where everyone is looking to do the  
same thing? 
. 
1. First of all, research  
Preparation is key. Look at the exhibitor list, find out 

who’s there and what they’re offering and if it 

appeals to you, mark them down on your floor plan 

and make sure you seek them out. Most companies 

will have information about their apprenticeships and 

careers 

 
 
 
 
 
Most careers fairs will also offer a CV Clinic, so if 
you’re still unsure, make sure you pop along for some 
one-to-one advice with a professional.  
Once you’re happy, print a load off and have them 
ready to hand to recruiters on the day – you don’t want 
to be stood fishing one out of your bag and handing a 
crumpled up piece of paper to a potential employer. 
Get a folder (waterproof, crumpleproof – basically idiot 
proof) and keep it in your hand while you’re walking 
around, ready to whip one out at a moment’s notice. 
 
3. Fix up, look sharp.  
Brutal honesty: if you look sloppy on the outside, 

you’ll seem sloppy on the inside. If recruiters are 

looking for skills like ‘attention to detail’ and you’ve 

still got remnants of that morning’s breakfast on your 

shirt, it’s not really going to make a stellar first 

impression.  
You want to be taken seriously? Dress seriously. Yes, 
it’s a day out from school or college, yes, you may be 
spending the day with friends and family, but at the 
end of the day, you’re trying to network and create
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contacts that will be useful for you in your 
future career. I’m not saying get your tux out, 
but ask yourself if your ripped jeans, baggy t-
shirt and battered trainers make a recruiter go 
‘Wow, I’d like to hire them!’ Just to be clear: 
they won’t. If you’re not quite sure if your 
outfit’s okay, just follow this one simple rule: if 
you wouldn’t wear it in an office, don’t wear it to 
a careers fair. 

 

4. Aftercare.  
Once you’ve left the exhibition hall, it’s important to 

follow up with people you’ve spoken to so they 

don’t forget who you are. Dropping them a simple 

email a few days after just to say thank you and 

how nice it was to meet them will make you look 

confident and eager to know more about the 

position. Check out their Advice Centre, or pop 

along to What Career Live? and What University 

Live? if you need any more hints, tips or careers 

advice. 
https://www.whatcareerlive.co.uk/advice/how-to-
clean-up-at-a-careers-fair?campaignkw=CTA6  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

Medical Shadowing Programme  
The Medical Shadowing Programme is a week long 
programme aimed at students aged 17 and over who 
are applying, or have a well formed intention to apply 
to Medical School. 

 

The programme will include shadowing Doctors and 
Consultants in the following areas: 

 Theatres
 Pathology
 Outpatients
 Wards
 Mortuary 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

There are approximately twelve places per year 
available on the Medical Shadowing Programme and 
competition is high. As with all work experience, due 
to the high demand for a limited number of places, 
consideration can only be given to applicants who 
either live or are studying at schools and colleges in 
the local area covered by the hospital.  
The application window for the Medical Shadowing 
Programme is open until 30 September 2019. 

What do people say? "This placement helped me so 
much in terms of writing my personal statement and at 
my interview; I really couldn't have done so well 
without this opportunity." 
 

Email: karen.kingsmill@nhs.net for details of how to 
apply for a place on the Medical Shadowing 
Programme 
 

Amazing Apprenticeships  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

September Parents' Pack  
The new September Parents Pack is here and 
includes: where to look for an apprenticeship, the role 
of the employer, life as a BBC apprentice, employer 
advice, apprenticeships in the construction industry 
and much more! 

 
https://amazingapprenticeships.com/app/uploads/2 
019/09/Parent-Pack-September-1.pdf  
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

The 2020 entry deadline for applying to Oxford and 
Cambridge is Tue 15 October 2019 - 18:00 

 

If you're considering applying to either Cambridge or 
Oxford university (together known as 'Oxbridge'), The 
Complete University Guide has some helpful 
information based on an original article by University of 
Oxford staff. 
 

The collegiate system  
Both Oxford and Cambridge universities are made 
up of individual colleges, as well as different 
academic departments. While academic departments 
are responsible for core teaching and assessment, a 
college will be your home when studying. Colleges 
provide academic and pastoral support and arrange 
small group tuition, sometimes with a tutor or 
supervisor from another college. 
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The college system offers the benefits of belonging to 

a large, internationally renowned university, and also 

to a smaller, interdisciplinary academic college 

community. You will have access to your college's 

facilities, such as an extensive library and IT 

provision, as well as the resources of the wider 

university. 

 

You are able to specify a preferred college when you 
make your UCAS application. Whatever you may have 
heard, college choice does not matter! Each offers the 
same excellent standard of teaching and the same 
high academic standards. 

 

Once you have submitted your UCAS application you 
will be committed to your choice of college, so do 
your research beforehand. 
 

Personal tuition  
Teaching methods are similar at both universities, 
with lectures, seminars, classes and laboratory work 
as appropriate for your course. Unlike at many other 
universities, Oxford and Cambridge students also 
benefit from highly personalised teaching time with 
experts in their subject. 

 

The only difference is in the name of these sessions; 
at Oxford they are 'tutorials' while Cambridge calls 
them 'supervisions'. 
 

 

Deciding whether to apply to Oxford or 
Cambridge The universities of Oxford and 
Cambridge agree that the most important decision an 
applicant makes is to choose the degree they wish to 
study, not which university they want to apply to. 

 

So ensure you read the course details carefully for any 
subject you are interested in. You will be studying for 
several years, so it’s vital to choose something that 
you are truly passionate about. 

 

Remember, a strong personal interest in the course is 
essential: at interview, it will soon become apparent if 
you are not completely committed to the subject.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

Choosing between Oxford and Cambridge  
It is not possible to apply to both Oxford and 
Cambridge in the same year, so you'll have to choose 
one or the other. Both universities are world-renowned 
in teaching and research in both arts and science 
subjects, so the decision is largely an individual one, 
driven by your choice of degree course. 

 

Some courses are offered at one of the universities but 
not the other. Check each institution's undergraduate 
prospectus and website for details of courses on offer. 
It is important to be aware that courses with a similar 
title at the two universities may be different in content. 
Check the course details to see which one will suit you 
the best.  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

Your Oxbridge application  
Admission tutors look for applicants with the greatest 
academic ability and potential – and those who they 
think will be best suited for the course and the type of 
teaching at the university. 

 

The qualities looked for include your ability and 
motivation to go beyond what is required for your 
current studies. Evidence that you can study 
independently, are willing to embrace new ideas, and 
can explore and discuss ideas and opinions in a logical 
and considered way. Self-discipline is also key, as 
university-level study requires you to manage your 
time well. 

 

Application assessments  
Many A Level Oxbridge applicants are predicted to 
achieve top grades and many also have excellent 
references. It's therefore not possible for Oxford or 
Cambridge to select the best students based on 
their UCAS applications alone. Each university has a 
slightly different approach to differentiating between 
applicants. 

 

Your application will be assessed on a combination 
of the following: 

 

 Entry Requirements  
 Personal statement  
 School or college reference  
 University forms  
 Performance in university tests  
 Written work submitted  
 Contextual data  
 Performance at interview. 

 
Students wishing to study mathematics (or computer 
science and mathematics) at Cambridge should also 
take the Sixth Term Examination Paper (STEP). 

 
Personal statement  
Personal statements give applicants the opportunity 
to show their potential to excel within the tutorial or 
supervision system.
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Exploring your chosen subject beyond what is 
required for the exam syllabus can help demonstrate 
your commitment to the topic and your independent 
study skills. Applications and personal statements 
should demonstrate your self-motivation in learning, 
your ability to plan, structure and research your work, 
and show that you are teachable. Relate these to the 
skills required on your course. 
 

University tests  
Most tests are held at schools or colleges before you 
attend interview. Applicants must be registered well in 
advance for tests by their assessment centre. 

 

Oxford requires applicants to take written tests before 
interview in most other subjects. Please note that 
separate registration is required in many cases. 

 

Cambridge requires applicants to take pre-interview 
tests for around half of its courses. For other subjects, 
Cambridge requires a written test to be taken while at 
the university for interview (if interviewed). You will 
not need to register for at-interview assessments. 
 

Written work  
Both universities require some applicants to send 
samples of written work as part of the application. At 
Oxford the deadline for the submission of this work 
is 10 November. If you're applying to Cambridge, 
you'll be advised by the college when it needs to be 
submitted (usually early November).  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Interviews  
Cambridge interviews around 75% of their 
undergraduate applicants. At Oxford, where 
applications are around six per place, around half of 
all applicants are shortlisted for interview. For the most 
competitive degrees, the applicants who most closely 
meet the selection criteria may have multiple 
interviews. 

 

The purpose and structure of interviews are very 
similar at both universities. Essentially, they are like 
a mini tutorial or supervision, where the tutors will 
give you a small passage to read or perhaps set a 
small problem and then ask you to discuss it. 

 

Contrary to many popular myths about the interviews, 
there are no tricks or mind games involved. The 
interview is for tutors to get a sense of how you react 

 

to new situations and how you process the information 
available. 

 

It is not a matter of how quickly — or even whether — 
you arrive at a particular answer. There may not even 
be a right answer. The tutors just want to get an insight 
in to how you think, and how you apply your 
knowledge and skills. 

 

Your performance at interview alone does not 
determine whether you get offered a place; a variety of 
factors are considered, as outlined above. However, 
no commercial test will influence your application 
success, and neither university supports nor 
encourages such commercial enterprises. 

 
Top tips for applying to Oxford or Cambridge 
Do  

 Do choose a course you are really passionate about.
 Do read widely around your chosen subject. It's not 

enough just to do well at school or college. Tutors 
have often devoted their life to their subject, so of 
course they want to teach students who share their 
enthusiasm.

 Do practice talking about your subject: not just with 
your teachers and fellow students, but with other 
friends and family members. Talking to non-experts is 
an excellent exercise as it gets you thinking in new 
ways and helps you to find new ways of expressing the 
concepts and issues involved.



Don’t 
 Don't stretch the truth on your application form. Tutors 

may ask you about anything you include in your 
application, so make sure it's all correct.

 Don't spend time worrying about which college to apply 
to. There are far more productive ways to spend your 
time.

 Don't lose heart! The application process is very 
competitive, and sadly there just are not enough 
places for all the people who apply. However, the 
only way to guarantee you will not be successful is to 
not try at all. Why not go for it?



https://www.thecompleteuniversityguide.co.uk/uni 
versities/applying-to-university-and-ucas-
deadlines/guide-to-applying-to-oxford-and-
cambridge/ 

  
 
 

If you have any questions or queries relating to careers please 

contact the careers leader Kate Ward on 

wardk@haileyburyturnford.com 
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